Your best hair: Every type, every age, every day
Make hair look and feel
longer, stronger, thicker
Beyond clean and conditioned,
these high-performance formulas
treat follicles with compounds for
healthy growth of longer, stronger,
thicker hair.
Hair and scalp take a beating from
ultraviolet radiation, environmental pollutants, styling chemicals,
and other stress factors.
By 30, most women see less volume, shine, and strength. By 50,
most men show signs of male
pattern baldness.
The high-performance products of
DS Laboratories not only clean and
condition gently but also treat hair
follicles for optimum growth.
Compare the active ingredients;
read the latest science. The formulas of DS Laboratories contain
more powerful compounds based
on more current science working
through more effective pathways.
Revita shampoos and conditioners,
together with Spectral leave-in
treatments, mean hair and scalp
look and feel their natural best —
every type, every age, every day.
Try them for 90 days to see
for yourself.

REVITA® / REVITA.LT®

REVITA.COR®

SPECTRAL.LASH®

SPECTRAL.RS®

SPECTRAL.CSF®

SPECTRAL.DNC-N®

SPECTRAL.F7®

High-performance
hair-stimulating shampoos

High-performance
hair-stimulating conditioner

Eyelash stimulator /
intensifying serum

Advanced antiaging
technology

Women’s antiaging serum
for thinning hair

Breakthrough hair support
with Nanoxidil

Efficacy booster agent
with astressin-B

Achieve your personal best every
day. Take your hair to the next
level. Lengthen, strengthen, and
speed the growth of any hair type.
Free of parabens and sulfates, original Revita shampoo — and now
Revita.LT for blond and other light
shades of hair — delivers the perfect balance of science and style.

Boundless body and satiny shine
endure long after hair has been
rinsed. Because the bio-adhesive
microspheres in this ultra-premium
conditioner encapsulate many key
compounds to penetrate deeper,
persist longer, and work better.

Long, luxurious eyelashes
proclaim youth and attractiveness
for both women and men. New
Spectral.LASH, a powerful nondrug formula, can restore thickness and length to eyelashes,
safely and effectively, because it
deploys a breakthrough, proprietary peptide complex.

Men and women who understand
the importance of antiaging
creams for skin also know the
value of Spectral.RS for hair. This
advanced leave-in treatment
deploys multiple compounds to
build volume and delay future
evidence of solar radiation, environmental pollutants, styling
chemicals, and aging.

Women see clear, astonishing
results when treating thin, fragile
hair with Spectral.CSF. This light
antiaging formula stimulates the
scalp without weighing the hair
needlessly. Research into female
thinning — follicles, hormones,
styling —results in this highperformance formula.

Rescue that youthful hairline.
See thicker hair at the vertex.
Continuous innovation has
resulted in Spectral.DNC-N.
This powerful hair-follicle treatment can help both men and
women to combat thinning and
witness improvement, because
it is the first to employ Nanoxidil.

Stress can lead to compromised
hair, which can lead to more stress.
Now Spectral.F7 offers new hope
against stress-induced hair damage, because it is the first and only
agent to incorporate astressin-B,
a complex new peptide showing
promise in early research.

• Deploys powerful antioxidants
and stimulating ingredients
to support growth.

• Opposes multiple causes
of thinning and stimulates hair
via multiple pathways, without
side effects.

• Supports hair and follicle
health with clinically proven
compounds.

• Delivers state-of-the-science
hair-stimulating technologies.
• Contains plant stem cells
to help follicles regenerate.

• Helps eyelashes grow 25 percent longer, with greater density,
in just four weeks.

• Builds longer, stronger, thicker
hair with structural amino acids.

• Keeps working even after
swimming or showering.

• Works safely by stimulating
keratin genes with peptides.

• Provides rich hydration and
antioxidant benefits.

Outperforming common conditioners, the stimulating technology and luxurious composition of
Revita.COR means hair can grow
faster and shed less, to help us
work our own magic every day.

Using Revita or Revita.LT daily
means gaining the confidence you
only get from a great head of hair.

• Provides beauty benefits without the side effects of drugs.
Lengthening and thickening
with Spectral.LASH — as simple
as using an eyeliner — means batting our eyelashes with the confidence of greater allure.

• Contains Aminexil® and
adenosine for stimulation, plus
vitamins, minerals, and compounds for hormonal balance.
• Restores normal follicular
function to produce great hair.
• Indicated for men and women.
A proactive regimen of prevention
using Spectral.RS, before thinning
and breakage become obvious,
means keeping more hair thicker,
stronger, and longer.

• Supports hair and scalp health
with critical nutrients.
• Feels light and gentle.
Regular use of this light-touch,
leave-in serum means your best
hair without ingredients not
needed by women.

• Shows strong results at the
vertex as well as the hairline.
• Works effectively for 12 hours
due to Nanosome technology.
Spectral.DNC-N, especially in the
early stages of thinning, means
showing more hair and less scalp
for years to come.

• Influences hair follicles
when stress hormones are
over-expressed.
• Performs well as a single
therapy or in combination
with other treatments.
• Deploys astressin-B, a complex
peptide (protein fragment).
Formulated into Spectral.F7
efficacy booster agent, astressin-B
means gaining another great tool
against the compromising effects
of stress on hair.

